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Introduction

This review for Integrate (Preston & Chorley) Ltd took place over two days at the end of 
November 08 as part of the organisations ongoing commitment to the Investors in People
standard.  

Integrate is celebrating its 25th year in 2008 and a series of celebrations have taken place 
to mark the achievement. An AGM, to which everyone associated with the organisation 
was invited, highlighted how the organisation has “weathered the years and remained true to 
the values it started with.”

Key issues facing Integrate recently have included:-
ı Succession planning for the approaching retirement of the Chief Executive which 

led to a full review of governance and management an outcome of which was a 
restructuring of the SMT and some new appointments.

ı Another outcome was to appoint an independent Chair with no previous connection 
with the organisation, to bring a more objective perspective and constructive 
challenge.

ı Year on year funding decreases have meant that another key objective has been to 
develop a new reward strategy more closely linked to performance and which 
moves away from the local authority system.

ı Ongoing issues include the supported work area which may need redefining in line 
with changes to the current economic climate.

175 people were in scope for the review and 23 people were selected for interview, giving 
a 13% sample size which is within the Investors in People UK guidelines 

Executive Summary

Assessment  Outcome 

Having carried out the assessment process in accordance with the guidelines provided for 
assessors by Investors in People UK, the Assessor was satisfied beyond any doubt that 
Integrate (Preston & Chorley) Limited continues to meet the requirements of the Investors 
in People Standard.  

On behalf of Centre for Assessment & Recognition (NW) Ltd the Assessor would like to 
congratulate Integrate (Preston & Chorley) Ltd on this achievement.
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Strengths

New management structure and governance
A commitment has been shown to addressing the issues created by the growth and 
ongoing success of Integrate by reviewing governance and management structure, service 
provision and funding as well as actions taken at service level. The changes made have 
been appreciated and welcomed by people and the impact is showing in many ways 
including communication effectiveness as well as planning, reporting and clarity of 
purpose “Individual support for individual people”.  The newly established team are working 
well together and clearly supporting each other as well as their teams. They clearly 
demonstrate commitment to developing people and ensure that ongoing development 
remains high priority.

Management of Training function
A new training manager, previously a team leader, has been a successful and effective 
appointment. A combination of organisational understanding, being a trainer and a lot of 
staff knowledge, has made a very positive impact.  Not only are staff a lot more satisfied, 
less frustrated and happier because they can see they’re getting somewhere but the 
mandatory NVQ numbers are now being achieved as well as external standards such as 
City and Guilds assessments being successful met.  Other improvements have included 
ensuring assessors are matched properly to candidates, making sure people understand 
their responsibilities; ensuring people had received certificates and getting proper systems
established, “Training is really good now, there’s plenty available and they sort it out for you. More 
people are doing training and feeling the benefit of it and talking about it.”

Learning and Development
Effective and relevant learning and development is of the highest priority and a significant 
investment is made each year in order to meet the targets and development plans at 
Integrate. People were able to give examples of how their own performance has improved 
through a combination of specific training, development activities, advice, coaching and 
access to information and numerous examples were given of career development, partly
as a result of training they have received.
Development of people is being demonstrated in many ways from activities aimed at 
delivering additional and enhanced skills for people to be able to perform their current 
roles, on the job support and advice through supervisions, achieving mandatory and CPD 
related qualifications as well as ensuring that people have the knowledge, resources and 
support they need to support service users to the best of their ability.  

Improved Communications
Planned meeting structures including whole organisation events such as the AGM, regular 
briefings to consult with people about changes and update on progress, regular 
supervisions and team meetings for people to discuss operational issues as well as 
backup systems such as communication books at individual houses combine to create a 
solid communication structure.  A well though out timetable of meetings has been 
implemented to ensure that everyone has the opportunity to attend and the visibility of the 
SMT has had a very positive effect with people feeling much more “listened to”.
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Recognition and Value of people
“Individual support for individual people” is demonstrated on a daily basis at Integrate.  
People are happy that their achievements, experience and knowledge are acknowledged 
as important and this encourages people to adopt a very positive attitude to personal 
development.  People described how their contribution was recognised through 
mechanisms such as one to ones, team meetings and the recent anniversary awards 
ceremony at the AGM where around 150 individual certificates were presented to both 
staff and service users.

Teamwork
People are highly supportive of each other; work closely together and the culture is open, 
dynamic and forward thinking.  People described all the support and encouragement they 
are given on an ongoing basis by team leaders, seniors and within their teams. New Focus 
in particular has a very strong team identity and is extremely proud of its team spirit and 
support they give each other.

Social Responsibility
Integrates entire strategy sits around the theme of social responsibility which is also a 
theme for development in the IIP New Choices framework.  The organisation is able to 
demonstrate very good practice in relation to this and potentially other organisations could 
learn from its approaches.

Development Opportunities

Communication
Strategic communications have been high profile recently because of the pay review and it 
has been recognised that Integrate now needs to consider how it maintains the 
opportunities for the employee voice to be heard.  This improved level of two way 
communication has been very well received and has also had a big impact in terms of 
people feeling engaged, valued and respected.  Maintenance and development of these 
approaches is imperative.
Suggestions from interviewees included:-
Include regular financial updates for people to ensure people have a realistic view of the 
organisations performance.

ı “Communication systems are still archaic considering our people are working with complex 
and chaotic individuals, there’s still no email.  They nee to be more interactive and engage 
with people more.”

ı “Ideally we’d have internet at every core house and everyone have email an address.
Managers could then work at the houses and be there as a point of contact and people would 
then feel more supported.”

ı “Reception area has always been hard work, they’re aware it needs improving but don’t think 
they really know how bad it is.”

Induction
More opportunities for new people to shadow or work alongside others would be beneficial 
as currently there are limited opportunities for them to get meaningful constructive 
feedback about their performance.  Supervision does not necessarily facilitate this as they 
are unlikely to have been observed by the supervisor; some new people had also not had 
the opportunity to get to any team meetings, another important source of ongoing 
development, as they have always been on shift.
In addition, one interviewee commented that: “We need to review recruitment as its amazing 
that anyone comes to work here at all, with CRB checks and induction, it can take 3 months. As a 
consequence there are lots of gaps in the rota and no-one to fill them.”
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Leadership Development
Look at identifying key behaviours for managers (as well as knowledge and skills) aligned
to the values of Integrate. Review how skills of managers are assessed at supervisions 
and development reviews etc. to ensure that managers continue to develop in line with a 
defined leadership strategy.  An example of this was “Supervisions are of little value and seem
to be more about discussing faults and minor issues, due to the skills of the person doing them. I 
have bad associations with them.”

Up to six managers and leaders per business can receive a grant of up to £1,000 each
(matched by £500 from the business) to pay for training.
Contact Business Link Northwest 0845 00 66 888
www.businesslink.gov.uk/northwest

Social Responsibility
Many organisations have Corporate Social Responsibility objectives. The fact that 
Integrate is able to demonstrate such good practice in terms of its CSR strategy (see 
Indicator 1 – levels 2,3 and 4 for detail) means that there may be a marketing opportunity 
for Integrate to gain sponsorship from organisations who are looking to improve their own 
approaches to CSR or whose aims overlap with their core aims e.g. some construction 
companies are trying to improve reputation in relation to sustainable and environmentally 
friendly buildings.  

Development of an Internal Review team
This is already in the planning stage and providers are being sought and is good practice 
in terms of supporting continuous improvement to improve strategies and approaches in 
developing people (indicator 10). 
A suggested provider is Della Bartle of Workforce Solutions (NW) – 07962 056890
Della has considerable experience of internal review training in a range of organisations.

Other Development
An improvement opportunity was suggested as
“There’s lots of emphasis on NVQ’s but it would be good to do something that is more geared to 
making people feel valued, that would have a really positive effect on the workforce.”

Neuro Linguistic Programming
Some interviewees expressed an interest in NLP training.  Awareness courses are 
regularly run by CAR (NW) Ltd. Contact Janine Parr on 01925 

Useful links for development resources

www.investorsinpeople.co.uk/interactive - library of downloadable resources, tools, case 
studies as well as an on line diagnostic process which can be used to measure progress.

www.investorsinpeopledirect.co.uk – information, case studies and good practice on a 
range of business improvement topics relating beyond the minimum standard such as 
Inspirational Leadership and Rewarding People and Evaluating the Return.

www.cipd.co.uk – information on a range of subjects including coaching and mentoring
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Findings Against the Standard

PLAN
Developing strategies to improve the performance of the organisation.

An Investor in People develops effective strategies to improve the performance of the 
organisation through its people.

1 Integrate’s purpose remains “to support adults and young people with learning disabilities 
and/or mental health needs, to live independent and valued lives in the community.”
A full review of the organisations purpose, core values and operating context has taken 
place recently which resulted in a substantial restructure of the trustee and senior 
management team, including a newly appointed Chair.  “The 25 year celebration has brought a 
lot of people together… the strategy seems right now.”

A quality sub board (range of internal and external people as well as managers) has 
identified a pathway to 2009, which includes having Service User’s on the board and to 
develop a group of internal quality checkers to find if strategies are working.

SMT have developed a business plan with the Directors and have regular meetings to 
review it, a planning meeting with the Board is scheduled for January to agree priorities.  
New Directors have clearly defined responsibilities such as meeting CSCI and making 
sure that users got PCP’s etc.

Current priorities include:-
ı Increasing the number of people with PCP’s “service users benefit because they’re 

getting a better service and staff know what they’re doing” 
ı Developing plans for an enhanced Elders service to provide support for them so 

they don’t have to go into homes. 
ı Developing a “Safe Space” facility for people to offer training and information. 

Team plans break these objectives down into strategies for achievement. Regular 
meetings are held to discuss strategy and performance at both SMT and team level.  
People talked about feeling more informed now with regular meetings “to iron out any 
problems” and how they are being regularly updated about changes such as improving 
appraisals. “RT is making a good effort to raise the profile of the organisation e.g. with university 
and police”, “We discuss health action plans, any issues with how someone is working and set aside 
time in meetings to discuss particular difficulties.”

People feel that the new business plan is more streamlined and structured with clearer 
goals and has significantly increased empowerment e.g. the emphasis on Service User
involvement, for example in interviewing, which has required training. “When I first started I 
wouldn’t even have been aware there was a plan but now it’s all really clear.”
A union rep also described his involvement in the pay review initial consultations and 
being part of the sub group, “Any change causes problems but it was a very open process, with 
no hidden agendas and lots of open invites for Q&A sessions.” 

A team leader described his role in term of ensuring that service provision, requirements, 
supervision, staff reviews and training are all in place and also in regard to developing 
services e.g. assessment.  “We generally sit down every 12 months and discuss how we want to 
move forward.”
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Others described their roles in the context of overall aims such as “My aim is to become 
redundant so people no longer need me, I try to help people see more to life, some are very 
institutionalised, it’s good to get people to have different experiences.”

People consistently described how their teams communicate, meeting regularly to discuss 
issues and development needs.  Team managers put together training and development 
overviews for their teams based on priorities and outcomes of performance management 

2 Strategic development needs are identified in line with overall objectives e.g. in terms of 
achieving CSCI and awarding body external standards. People commented how much the 
organisation of training has improved which has helped with motivation to get 
qualifications completed. “Training now seems more sorted out, there was no continuity before, 
we weren’t very good at keeping records.”

“When I did my first NVQ it took 2 years because it was all so disjointed, I did my level 3 this year 
and it only took 6 months this time, I’ve had good support from the assessor.”

People felt that development reviews are “An interesting way to reflect on how you’ve 
progressed and can be a positive way of getting feedback.” But also for one or two, that, “I did all 
the paperwork for my development review but it didn’t happen as the manager was off sick and I 
haven’t requested it… not a lot comes out of it though as we’re already covering things in 
supervision.”

People gave examples of how development took place and was later put into practice e.g. 
“Quickbooks has replaced Sage and initially it was a bit difficult but now is a really good system, the 
training was in-house and good, it’s easier now to produce reports and find specific information.”

A team leader described being supported to do a social work qualification after registering
interest through his staff review.  He is now a lead trainer in disability in the law and mental 
health as well as doing the theory side of physical intervention across Lancashire which 
generates income for Integrate.

3 Support is made available to people who want to pursue qualifications. Significant 
consultation took place about the recent Pay Review with Trade Unions and Staff 
representatives and new criteria based around qualifications were accepted linking 
achievement of NVQ’s to pay. “Most people have been very professional and pragmatic about it 
and feedback been generally good.”  There was consultation, dissemination and feedback 
around each key area e.g. new starters and qualifications. Numerous staff briefings and 
cross organisational bulletins ensured that rotas didn’t prevent people from being involved 
in the consultation “We knew we had to get the communications right or it would fall apart 
underneath.”

There were examples given of flexibility in hours for people studying for qualifications as 
well as people progressing in terms of promotion once qualified. However there was some 
feeling that development was limited which perhaps indicated some inconsistency in this 
area, perhaps depending on the skills of the line manager “You’re so busy doing what you do 
that not really any development opportunities, don’t really feel they “grow their own”, think every 
time there’s a new job they get someone new in rather than looking at who they’ve already got, its 
very much female oriented here.”

4 The Chair commented that “My touchstones are having a well motivated and trained workforce, 
clear what they need to do and the values and ethos are good.”

“Work that was done on the re-working of the governance has been a really good milestone towards 
managing her departure.”
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A new manager explained that responsibilities had been made clear such as having
meetings and approaching people to book supervisions. “At senior level, you’re expected to 
be more of a problem solver and have knowledge about the admin systems and referrals of new 
clients.”

One person described the impact of an ILM certificate as “really good training which got 
people involved, it  highlighted things for me, priorities etc and how to deal with certain situations 
and covered a range of management skills.”

People were very positive about the new management structure  “its much better, everything 
is more clearly defined and as a support worker you can see the chain of command more clearly and 
feel more managed.”

Responsibilities are identified in relation to knowledge and skills though not necessarily 
behaviours currently which is therefore a development need. The culture of Integrate 
however is so well defined in terms of supporting people that to some extent this is taken 
for granted.  The values are clear in terms of how Service Users are supported but 
organisationally, Integrate could undoubtedly benefit from clarifying this in terms of 
expectations for its leaders and managers.

Do
Taking action to improve the performance of the organisation. 
An Investor in People takes effective action to improve the performance of the 
organisation through its people.

5 The restructuring of the SMT has had a very positive impact on people with people 
feeling that a significant improvement in visibility, approachability and general 
communication has been achieved.  

Managers described a range of ways they encourage and develop people with numerous 
specific examples including: “As managers we try to stop problems happening before they start, I 
receive and give coaching on a daily basis informally; I try to create to a good environment by being 
patient and nice.”

People described how their managers have encouraged them, to pursue a range of 
qualifications, both vocational and professional, such as AAT. People described how 
meetings with a choice of times and days to reach as many people as possible to go 
through everything are now in place. “The new team has breathed life back into it, we never used 
to have meetings or the opportunity to discuss plans.”

People confirmed that they felt supported in terms of being visible and available to them 
with regular supervisions creating opportunities to discuss problems.  “She was very efficient 
and thorough and sat down with me to discuss what we wanted to achieve.” Managers’ support 
also included flexibility around changes to hours because of school care arrangements
People made comments such as: “A criticism in the past has been that decisions are made 
remotely but we asked members of the SMT to come and talk to our team, we raised an issue and 
they addressed it so satisfied with that.”

They described how team leaders and seniors support them by being available to discuss 
problems “rather than sitting on things, the team try to be as up front as possible.”
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6 Senior managers described how celebration and recognition of achievements take place 
for example, the strategic pay and grading review has included performance criteria, some 
of which are around staff gratification.

Many people commented on the impact of the recent AGM to which everyone was invited
and 50 certificates were given out, “I’ve never been to one before and this one was special, there 
was a chat about how things have improved and people were all given certificates etc.”

“The AGM was a great success, everyone was involved and it was a good indicator of the way 
Integrate lives its values.”

“I went to the AGM and had personal congratulations from Rose and I also get regular text messages 
thanking me for doing things.”

A sense of pride and understanding about contribution was evidence with comments like
“Even though I work in Finance, I get a real sense of achievement when I see the service users – the 
care workers do an outstanding job.”
“I’m being allowed to start at level 3 in recognition of my degree which has made me feel valued.”

People also described some of the ways that they get feedback, “We had a strategy day to 
get everyone together in Women’s Service and we talked about how well we work together as a team, 
it makes you feel appreciated.  We also get family members giving us feedback.”

“The commitment shines through from staff and the value base is second to none, I’m proud to work 
with all of my colleagues.”

“They do look after you here and the WLB is good, I can switch definitely switch off when I’m not 
here.  If you are off sick they look after you, come out and see you and ring to see if you’re ok.”

7 Interviewees had a clear sense of ownership about their roles and responsibilities and 
described the decision making processes associated with their roles. “They listen to you and 
encourage ideas, We have regular team meetings where we discuss clients, workers and how to 
improve things.”

People described how they feel informed, questions they have are answered and 
suggestions they make are taken on board e.g. ideas about how to celebrate the 25 year 
anniversary such as garden parties, fund raising ideas etc. “We were asked collectively about 
our opinions regarding the move, we had to move because of finances and the way we’re paid as an 
organisation but it was all explained very well.”

People described team strategy and team building days to get input from people about the 
service they’re in where they might use techniques such as SWOT to review progress e.g. 
“Elders staff came up with an idea for specialist provision which the board have taken on board -
people don’t hold back with ideas.”

8 People felt that opportunities to meet needs are good and training is identified on an 
ongoing basis e.g. in supervision people are given lists of courses or training available, “Its 
not always in-house, if you can put forward a business case and justify it, I did a managing 
resources course, which helped with prioritising, was useful for managing the team and was also a 
recognised qualification.”

A wide range of solutions are available to people for specific job requirements such as 
epilepsy and FragileX as well as professional and personal development and include 
accredited courses, qualifications and development activities such as learning disabilities 
qualifications conferences, shadowing and sharing of external good practice.
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There are set targets for achieving NVQ’s levels 2 and 3 and19 people have registered
recently.  Assessors qualifications are delivered through a local company with 5 currently 
going through to make a total of 12.

People described how training has helped them for example, a number of people have 
had 6 day in depth specialist training in Autism and Asphergers, which was identified in a 
number of supervisions in order to address specific communication issues.  The objective 
was to understand more about it more and as a result this has reduced stress levels.
There are now plans to develop similar specialist training for Elders.

Other development described by people included a library of resources for people, “there 
are lots of publications that we subscribe too.” ILM short courses have been aimed at Team 
Leader’s etc such as listening, supervision, developing teams and interviewing.

Induction is completed over a 6 week period and within 12 weeks foundation training 
covers values, diversity and culture, using where possible real scenarios. Another full day 
looks at communication skills and in the first 6 months, additional courses are customised
depending on the service e.g. dementia for elders service, diversity and culture for 
women’s service. “Training has been phenomenal, they’ve backed me with all the training I need 
and not just all the mandatory things.”

REVIEW
Evaluating the impact on the performance of the organisation 
An Investor in People can demonstrate the impact of its investment in people on the 
performance of the organisation.

9 Costs are tracked through finance who then apportion it to departments; some training is 
funded and can be claimed back through Train to Gain whilst other is delivered in-house. 
“We want to be able to use the financial information to be able to inform where action needs taking.”

Identified performance improvements and achievements included:
ı Achieved CSCI again with a good report.
ı Achieved LCC preferred provider status.
ı Successful City & Guilds NVQ training centre assessment with no 

recommendations
ı Team leaders and service users are now taking part in interviews 
ı Introduction of a new management information administration system covers rotas, 

time sheets, holidays etc. 
ı Increased service user involvement in the running of the organisation so people 

have got more representation and involvement e.g. tenants reps are invited to 
partnership board meetings.

ı Tenants group has really developed with one person being offered a place on the 
Service User board for Preston. 

ı Member of Tenants group now attend the quality sub group.
ı “We communicate well now, certainly in last 18 months they’ve really got their act together.”
ı The Health & Safety sub group is more focused, “there is more communication going 

round about what represents good practice.”

Individuals also described team and personal improvements such as achieving level 2 and 
3 NVQ’s, promotions and increased responsibilities.
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People were very positive overall about the new pay and grading structure with comments 
such as:-
“The new structure should highlight those who are not performing as well as allow those that are 
performing to shine.”

“It has altered the emphasis from money to expectations of the role e.g. qualifications and 
responsibilities, the end result is that it’s more transparent, there are no ambiguities any more.”

“They involved representatives from all levels and it’s been a lot smoother than many people had 
anticipated.”

“We’ve become more efficient as a business now, we’ve got proper admin functions and a business 
plan.”

10 Senior managers described improvements to strategy such as being better at reflecting 
and self evaluation as well as the feedback and two way communication processes
through briefing sessions.

People talked about improvements all round in terms of Health Action planning, PCP’s
NVQ systems and Improved Service User participation and felt that “the approach to training 
has completely turned around.” An increased numbers of in-house assessors have also 
contributed to the feeling that “We’re much more efficient at training now.”

People recognised that lots of things were being updated and reviewed including the 
planning process and actions are being taken as a result of feedback so people are feeling 
more “listened too” “It’s more systematic and organised, they asked for opinions about things and 
I feel well informed now.”

People feel the new HR focus is really starting to make a difference, “we were vague before 
on things like sickness, absence and leave reporting, the basic procedures are now starting to take 
root, we’ve noticed a difference in the last year.”  It’s now perceived as having more 
consistency and direction, “the new person very systematic and fair and because he’s not from 
this background, is also more objective.”

“There’s more dissemination of information now, R has come from a business background so he’s 
brought some of that good practice e.g. more regular meetings and sharing of aims though I think it 
will take staff some time to get used to the  idea that they need to come to those meetings; I  find 
them useful and informative.”

Conclusion
Integrate is demonstrating a much improved approach to a number of key areas 
associated with the Investors in People standard and development and support of people, 
be they service users or staff, is very clearly identifiable as being at the heart of the 
strategy. “Integrate has a holistic approach and a developmental view, they try to progress people.”

The many strengths and wealth of evidence that were identified are all indicators of the 
positive, open and supportive culture and as a whole, the organisation demonstrates a 
genuine ongoing commitment to give its people all the support, guidance and resources 
that they need to succeed. “I’d give them 20 out of 20 as an employer – they do things that I’ve 
never had before, very supportive, feel that they encourage you.”
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The assessor would like to congratulate Integrate on a very successful 25th year with a 
particular acknowledgement of the continued hard work and commitment of the Chief 
Executive for whom this review is likely to be the last. 

Next Review

The next Review for Integrate (Preston & Chorley) Limited should be completed by 
November 2011.

The assessor also extends thanks to all those who took part in the planning and delivery of 
this review and looks forward to the next.

Judy Hardman
Assessor

10th December 2008





Appendix 1
Investors in People Profile Framework Themes Summary for Integrate (Preston & Chorley)
The following summary indicates in green where consistent evidence was identified in the recent assessment. Other areas, highlighted in blue, were also evidence 
although not fully tested throughout the review. The remaining areas in black were not evidenced. Blue and Black areas are therefore possible opportunities for 
development.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

The
Standard 

Level 1

Vision
Purpose
Strategy 
Plan

Involving people

Learning needs

Plans & resources

Encouraging 
contribution

Equality of 
opportunity for 
development 
and support

Clarify the 
leadership and 
management 
capabilities 
needed

Managers are 
effective and 
can describe 
how

Recognising 
and valuing 
contribution

Ownership and 
responsibility is 
encouraged

Involvement in 
decision 
making

People’s 
learning and 
development 
needs are met

Investment in 
learning can be 
quantified

Impact can be 
demonstrated 

Evaluation 
results in 
improved 
people 
strategies

Profile

Levels
2 & 3

Core values

Use of KPIs

Social 
responsibility

Involving people 
and
stakeholders

Learning and 
development 
strategy to build 
capability

Innovation and 
flexibility in 
developing people

Managers involve 
people & teams

Learning Styles

Recruitment

Diversity

Work life 
balance

Constructive 
feedback is 
valued

Structure makes 
the most of 
talents

L&M capabilities 
for now and the 
future

Review and 
support 
managers to 
acquire 
capabilities

Top managers 
as role models

Coaching is 
used

Plan and 
develop people’s 
careers

Reward and 
recognition 
strategies

Understand 
what motivates 
people

Success is 
celebrated

Effective 
consultation

Sharing 
knowledge and 
information

Effective use 
of internal and 
external
resources

Innovation and 
flexibility of 
approach

Opportunity to 
achieve full 
potential

Contribution of 
people 
strategies is 
measured and 
evaluated

Impact on KPIs 
can be 
described

Self review is 
used

Information 
from external 
review is used

Effective
feedback 
methods are 
used to 
understand 
peoples views

Profile

Level 
4

Values at the heart 
of strategy

Social 
responsibility at 
heart of culture

A culture of 
continuous 
learning

Managers as role 
models

Recruitment 
ensures a 
diverse, talented 
workforce

Diversity links to 
business 
strategy

Work life 
balance links to 
business 
strategy

L&M strategy 
links to business 
strategy and 
takes account of 
external good 
practice

Everyone 
encouraged to 
develop 
leadership 
capabilities

Top managers 
as inspirational 
leaders

Coaching is part 
of the culture

Culture of 
openness and 
trust

Reward and 
recognition 
strategy 
externally 
benchmarked

Benefits 
strategy 
beyond legal 
requirements

Consultation 
and 
involvement is 
part of culture

A culture of 
continuous 
improvement

People can 
challenge the 
way things 
work

All learning is 
valued

Mentoring is 
used

Support for 
personal 
development

Flexible and 
effective 
approaches to 
measuring 
return on 
investment

Return on 
investment in 
people is 
reported to 
stakeholders

Internal and 
external 
benchmarking 
is used

People’s views 
of how they 
are managed 
improves


